
REHAU 
PINC™

Push In. Connect.
PINC™ Close Up.

Engineering progress 
Enhancing lives



Same Pipe  
Faster Installation



It’s REHAU

PINC™ is push-fit technology for faster installation, while also having the high 
quality, safety and reliability of REHAU. 

It has been designed and manufactured to the highest specifications, and is the 
result of decades of polymer product development.

We understand plumbing is also changing with customers wanting simpler 
installs, better productivity, more potential to grow profit and opportunities  
to save time.

The PINC™ product range satisfies these needs by bringing efficiency and ease 
to any plumbing project. The PINC™ fitting system also complements REHAU’s 
trusted sliding sleeve system - same pipe, different connection technology.     

PINC™ works by pushing REHAU standard PE-Xa 16 or 20 mm hot or cold 
water pipe into a PINC™ connector joint until it clicks – the joint is completely 
home when the 360º fluorescent UV pink inspection ring is fully visible - 
simplicity and trust. 

PINC™ is also dark place friendly - simply shine a UV torch at the pink 
inspection ring to see a full circle view of the completed joint - safety. 

It’s also tool free, apart from a trusty pipe cutter - efficiency.



PINC™ Close Up

Strength

Grab ring 
Stainless steel toothed ring 
capable of holding up to  
2.5 tonnes pull-out force.



Visual

Guide ring 
Dual functionality and the 
heart of the design – ensures 
smooth pipe insertion and 
provides visual confirmation 
of completed connection.



PINC™ Exploded

Tough

Fitting body 
Made from temperature  
and chemical resistant  
engineered polymer.

Secure

Sealing rings
2x EPDM sealing rings for 

extra security and enhanced 
leak tightness.



Inside

End cap
Glass fibre reinforced black 
Grilamid. Securely holds all 
components in place.

Grab ring
Stainless Steel toothed ring 
capable of holding up to 2.5 
tonnes pull-out force.

Guide ring
Dual functionality and the heart 
of the design – ensures smooth 
pipe insertion and provides 
visual confirmation of 
completed connection.

Inner collet
Tough thermo-plastic polymer  
that provides both stability and 
strength to the fitting.

Clear housing
Glass fibre reinforced 
transparent Grilamid. See 
what’s going on inside from  
all directions.



REHAU PINC™
Do what really matters
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